THE ATTACKS ON THE CORUNNA ROAD
The attack was launched at dawn with ample forces of
tanks and artillery. It came as a complete surprise at
first to the Nationalists, who were not entrenched, but
only held Isolated posts in villages and farm-houses. As
the Russian tanks surged out of the ram and mist, followed
by dense waves of infantry, there was little for the
Nationalist outposts to do but fall back slowly on their
reserves. These were not numerous, and were stationed
some distance in the rear, with the result that by noon the
Reds had advanced at some points over six miles and had
made a great gap in the Nationalist left wing. The situa-
tion at that moment was so serious that General Moscardo,
in his report to General Franco, said, c£My left wing is
completely turned."
The Reds did not push forward in the afternoon with
so much speed. Out of the traffic muddle, swearing and
sweating Legionary officers had managed to form in good
order a column of some fifty motor-lorries. These rushed
to the threatened point, carrying some old and disciplined
Spanish banderas of the Legion and some companies of
Requetes. These fresh units were thrown at once into
a fierce counter-attack, which in its turn took the Reds
by surprise. By that time the heads of the Red attacking
columns were within one thousand yards of their objec-
tive, the main Aragon road with its mass of motor traffic
feeding the whole Nationalist line of advance. Had they
reached this road it would have been a minor disaster,
But Legionaries and Requetes were by now coming up
in numbers, and when night fell the Red line had been
pushed back everywhere to over five thousand yards frora
the road General Moscardo throughout the night con-
tinued to rush reinforcements to the threatened position,
in so doing even evacuating farther south some of the
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